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Kurinchysoft Consulting Services offers Consulting services from IT consulting to 
product support and outsourcing, we have creative, innovative and strong technical 
minds, to top the best customer service.  
 
We are fast growing company in software development, support and outsourcing 
having operations in India and South Africa. The company provides world class 
customer and consultation services. Our solutions will significantly increase 
company’s performance and will yield higher range of profit.  
 
We recognize that each client has different needs, so we take utmost care to 
understand the requirement and work towards them. We offer services at optimum 
cost and in right time. We also take the existing product maintenance and give 
support for the product which is already Live at the client place. 
 
 
Our Mission 
 
To provide optimal solutions to clients, for them to achieve maximum profit along 
with performance.  
 

 
Blend Benefits! Think Kurinchysoft! 
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      Services  
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 Database Services 
Kurinchysoft has wide expertise in Database streamlining, Database review, 
Database performance tuning in SQL Server, Oracle and DB2 databases. 
 
Kurinchysoft has data base experts in Data Warehousing, Database analysis, Data 
Migration from different platform database.Our good team of experts also take care 
of support projects. We also give 24*7 supports for the projects in production.  
 

  IT Consulting Services 
Our consulting services ensure that your work will be done as per your 
expectations. No matter whether it is onsite or offshore project, you will always get 
all the help you need. 
 

 Body Shopping 
We also do body shopping by contracting our employee services out on Long/short-
term basis. We take pride in saying that our employees have gained reputation 
amidst our clients. 
 
Our strong technical minds can support in the client place to work with client’s in-
house software development and support. Our developers who went for working on 
a temporary basis have been associated with the client for more than a year which 
adumbrates strong technical knowledge of our developers and their excellent 
commitment and passion for work.  
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 Web and Application Services 
Our talented and highly motivated developers are the reason behind our stunning 
web designs. We use the latest technology for designing our websites/Web 
application which attracts the clients besides providing valuable information. 
 
Websites help client to capture projects in the markets thereby increasing their 
profit .Our strategy ensures that we always deliver the required solution for you 
within time and with quality.  
 
We frequently do UI testing to deliver captivating designs to please our clients. 
Right from designing to delivery we provide prime solutions for the clients, as they 
are our number one stake holders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We have commingled of onshore and offshore resources which take us to 

higher heights by achieving less cost, Time and More Satisfaction. We 
ensure that our key solutions will be the one as desired by the clients. 

 
We succeed by making Our Clients/Business Partner succeed. 
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 Products 
 

 
 
 
DISTIL BI 
DistilBI provides a web-driven interface to build and publish interactive reports from 
data sources. Going beyond that, DistilBI aims to provide consolidated analysis 
from all the key data components of an intelligent application, including: 

 OLAP data sources  
 Relational databases  
 Statistical data models  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Our key goal is to take away the complexity of creating and publishing reports for 
business users. DistilBI does this by providing a clean, intuitive interface to connect 
to different types of data sources, and to publish web-based interactive reports.  

We help clients by providing key solutions which in turn can maximize their 
profitability and optimize performance. 

 
We succeed by making Our Clients/Business Partner succeed. 
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eDriving Test 
Computer simulated license test .This is for South African driving school students 
who are ready to take up driving license test. 
 
iBoard  
Display the video, PPT, Image or ticker through multiple screens with same or 
different information on each screen.  
 
Kpms - Kurinchysoft Practice Management System 
This is dental software for maintaining the patient’s information and their history. 
Our software can interact with the dental machine, where the patient can view their 
teeth .Orthodontic picture of their own can be viewed through the screen. 
 
Why KurinchySoft? 
 

 Best Customer Service 
 Our customer is our number one stake holder 
 Our customer is our backbone  
 Best Customer satisfaction 
 We deliver within time and budget 
 We make business partners 

 
 
 
 
 
Contact Details: 
 
South Africa Office:  
 
2nd Floor, SmartXchange Building, 
No: 5, Walnut Road, 
Durban - 4000.  
Phone: 0027-31-8228223 
Mobile: 0027-733122892 
 
India Office:  
 
23/13, Anna Salai, 
Karunanidhi Nagar, Ullagaram, 
Chennai – 600061. 
Phone: 0091-44-22247009 

We strive hard to provide solutions that will help client with their business.         
We complete projects with striking speed and within budget. 
We succeed by making Our Clients/Business Partner succeed. 

 


